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“... always in every prayer of mine for you all making 
my prayer with joy, because of your partnership in the 
gospel from the first day until now. And I am sure of 
this, that he who began a good work in you will bring 
it to completion at the day of Jesus Christ."
Philippians 1:4–6 ESV
Class  of   2017
The 121st Annual
C O M M E N C E M E N T
C e d a r v i l l e  U n i v e r s i t y
of
Today is the 121st commencement of 
Cedarville University. While all 
commencements are special occasions, this 
one is particularly so. When I arrived four 
years ago, this class was here to start the 
journey with me. Over the past four years, 
it has been my privilege to see these 
students mature in Christ through their 
one thousand days here made up of 
chapel, a Bible minor, Alt nights, many, 
many meals at Chuck's, all alongside a 
faculty and staff that care deeply for them. 
It is fitting that we have been considering 
what it means to have a steadfast faith in 
chapel this year, as we have walked through James’ letter. The fact that these 
students are here in their caps and gowns not only proves their steadfast 
commitment to take seriously the calling God has placed on their lives, but also 
yours as family and friends who have devoted their lives to these young men and 
women. My fervent hope and prayer for these students and for us all is that on that 
great day when our Savior returns we would all be found steadfast in Him, as James 
writes:
“ Blessed is the man who remains steadfast under trial, for when he has stood 
the test he will receive the crown of life, which God has promised to those 
who love him.” (James 1:12)
Joy and I, along with the Cedarville family, congratulate the class of 2017. We pray 
God’s blessings upon you as you embark upon the mission to which you have been 
called, for the Word of God and the Testimony of Jesus Christ.
Steadfast in Christ, 
Thomas White, Ph.D. 
President, Cedarville University
Thomas White became President of Cedarville University on July 1, 2013. His desire 
is to lead Cedarville University in training students to love the Word of God and 
have a passion for fulfilling the Great Commission of Jesus Christ.
A systematic theologian by training with a focus on the doctrine of the Church, Dr. 
White has served in many roles in the local church, preached itinerantly, and owned 
and operated multiple karate schools in South Carolina. He earned Doctor of 
Philosophy and Master of Divinity degrees from Southeastern Baptist Theological 
Seminary in Wake Forest, North Carolina, and Bachelor of Arts and Associate of 
Arts degrees from Anderson University in Anderson, South Carolina.
Prior to coming to Cedarville, Dr. White served as Vice President for Student 
Services and Communications, as well as Associate Professor of Systematic Theology, 
at Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas. He is the author 
and editor of numerous publications, including his most recent, First Freedom: The 
Beginning and End of Religious Freedom.
Dr. White is married to Joy (Martin) White, who earned a Master of Divinity degree 
in women’s studies and a Master of Theology degree in systematic theology from 
Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary. She has authored a commentary on Acts 
and served as the Women’s Studies Coordinator at Southeastern Seminary. The 
Whites have two children, Rachel and Samuel, and enjoy their dog.
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Prelude
 Call of the Brass Ring Andrew Wolfe
 Lyric Fanfare Sean Kisch
 Brass Choir
 Chester Jenkins, M.M., conductor
 Interim Director of Bands
*Processional
 Pomp and Circumstance Edward Elgar
 Brass Choir 
*Invocation
 Rev. William Bernhard, Jr., M.Div.
 Chairman, Board of Trustees
Welcome Address
 Loren Reno, M.S.
 Vice President for Academics and Chief Academic Officer
Scripture Reading
 Philippians 1:4–6
 Rebecca Baker, M.A.
 Associate Professor of Theatre
Commencement Address
 Thomas White, Ph.D. 
 President
Presentation of Class Gift
 Jonathan Lyons
 Class President
Acceptance of Gift
 Thomas White, Ph.D.
Class Song
 Forever
 Ansen Lancaster
 Worship Leader
Presentation of Candidates
 Loren Reno, M.S.
**Conferral of Degrees
 Thomas White, Ph.D.
Presentation of Awards
 Thomas White, Ph.D.
Prayer of Dedication
 William Marsh, Ph.D., Class Adviser
 Assistant Professor of Theology
*Alma Mater
 The Spirit of This Place Chambers/Bethel
 Lyle J. Anderson, Ph.D.
 Director
 Let the spirit of this hallowed place
 Be kindled from above,
 And the joy of serving Christ our Lord
 Increase in Christian love.
 O, Cedarville, your call fulfill
 And to our God be true!
 Then we who truly seek His will
 And come to you
 May learn to shine for Him in all we do.
*Benediction
 Paul H. Dixon,  D.D., LL.D., Ed.D. 
 Chancellor
Recessional
 Fanfare and Flourishes James Curnow
 Brass Choir 
Postlude
Please remain in place until the academic  
procession has left the building.
*Congregation standing
**Please hold your displays of support until  
all degrees have been conferred.
Class 
Officers
Jonathan Lyons
President
Krissy Terry
Vice President
Abbey Martin
Treasurer
Rebecca Kersjes
Secretary
Sean Miller
Chaplain
Rachel Rowland
Women's Ministry 
Leader
William Marsh, 
Ph.D.
Class Adviser 
Assistant Professor of 
Theology
Marshals
For the Faculty
Unix Diza
Stanley G. Schwartz
For the 
Students
Reese A. Clendening
Audrey Rutt
Mace Bearer
John McGillivray, 
M.S.
Associate Professor of 
Kinesiology
Convocation ConvocationClass Song
Forever
Verse 1
The moon and stars they 
wept
The morning sun was dead
The Savior of the world was 
fallen
His body on the cross
His blood poured out for us
The weight of every curse 
upon Him
Verse 2
One final breath He gave
As heaven looked away
The Son of God was laid in 
darkness
A battle in the grave
The war on death was waged
The power of hell forever 
broken
Verse 3
The ground began to shake
The stone was rolled away
His perfect love could not be 
overcome
Now death where is your 
sting?
Our resurrected King
Has rendered you defeated
Chorus
Forever He is glorified
Forever He is lifted high
Forever He is risen
He is alive, He is alive
Bridge
We sing hallelujah
We sing hallelujah
We sing hallelujah
The Lamb has overcome
Forever, words and music by Brian 
Johnson, Christa Black Gifford, 
Gabriel Wilson, Jenn Johnson, Joel 
Taylor, Kari Jobe
© 2013 Kari Jobe Carnes Music   
(Admin. by Capitol CMG 
Publishing) 
Worship Together Music   (Admin. 
by Capitol CMG Publishing) 
Bethel Music Publishing
CCLI License #39111
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Rebecca W. Adams
Dr. Clifford W. Fawcett Business 
Faculty Senior Scholar Award
Brooke C. Baldwin
Dr. Merlin and Ruth Ager Education 
Award
Erich W. Ebert Award
Jonathan R. Brown
Creation Research Award – Physics
Matthew T. Cumberland
David G. Canine Award
James T. Jeremiah Award
Margaret A. DeLoye
Harold R. Green Christian 
Ministries Award
Hannah C. Gallardo
Rev. Henry and Lilian Hutchison 
Christian Education Award
Hannah J. Glathar
Creation Research Award – AYA 
Physical Science Education
Caitlyn L. Gudenius
Irma M. Dodson Award
Elizabeth L. Herting
Creation Research Award – 
Mathematics Education
Philip J. Kauffmann
Creation Research Award – 
Chemistry
Jonathan M. Lyons
Outstanding Future Music Teacher 
Award
Matthew S. Merical
Creation Research Award – 
Molecular /Cellular Biology
Matthew D. Nordquist
Zondervan Theology Award
David F. Paulding
Creation Research Award – Biology
Ralph Benjamin Reese
Creation Research Award – 
Mathematics
Charles W. Reynolds
Creation Research Award – 
Environmental Science
Jeremy P. Royer
Marinus Hazen Memorial 
Scholarship
Audrey S. Rutt
Excellence in Music Research Award
Molly E. Squier
Arline Littleton Autio Award
Aogu Suzuki
Daniel Award
Harold R. Green Christian 
Ministries Award
Joshua L. Taylor
Daniel Award
Harold R. Green Christian 
Ministries Award
Board of 
Trustees
Thomas White
President
Cedarville, Ohio
Paul H. Dixon
Chancellor
Springfield, Ohio
William Bernhard, Jr.
Chairman
Menomonee Falls, WI
Lorne Scharnberg
Vice Chairman
Des Moines, IA
Daniel Petek, 
Secretary
Medina, OH
David Dykema
Treasurer
Rockford, MI
Corey Abney
Union, KY
Daniel Akin
Wake Forest, NC
Timothy Armstrong
Uniontown, OH
Dave Bane
Richmond, IN
John Blodgett
Elkhart, IN
David Carr
Stuttgart, Germany
Evan English
Tipp City, OH
David Gower
Elgin, IL
David Graham
Erlanger, KY
Gina Headrick
Laurel, MS
Warren Jenkins
Purcellville, VA
Deforia Lane
Cleveland Heights, OH
David Lodwick
Bradenton, FL
Don Lough, Jr.
Schroon Lake, NY
Board of 
Trustees
Honors Day Award Recipients
The following members of the class of 2017 received awards  
during the annual Honors Day Chapel.
The Academic Regalia
The colorful academic regalia dates from the first European 
universities in the Middle Ages. Academic costume has been in use 
in the United States since colonial times and is traditionally used for 
graduation convocations. The mortarboard is the standard cap. The 
tassel color, as established by an intercollegiate commission, 
indicates the subject field.
 arts, history, letters, languages ..................... white
 business, commerce ..................................... drab
 communication ........................................... silver gray
 criminal justice ............................................ navy blue
 education .................................................... light blue
 engineering ................................................. orange
 fine arts ....................................................... dark brown
 journalism ................................................... maroon
 music .......................................................... pink
 nursing ........................................................ apricot
 philosophy .................................................. royal blue
 physical education, allied health .................. sage green
 religion ........................................................ scarlet
 science, mathematics, psychology ................ golden yellow
 social work, political science,  
public administration ........................... citron
 doctor of arts ............................................... gold
 doctor of education ..................................... gold
 doctor of pharmacy ..................................... olive green
 doctor of philosophy ................................... gold
 doctor of theology ....................................... gold
The length of the hood and the width of the velvet indicate the level 
of the degree. The doctor’s hood is quite long, has two tails, and has 
five-inch-wide velvet. The master’s hood is shorter than the doctor’s 
and has three-inch-wide velvet. The bachelor’s hood is shorter yet and 
has two-inch-wide velvet. The color of the velvet indicates the field of 
study. Blue indicates a doctoral degree. Dark brown indicates a 
Master of Arts degree. White indicates a Bachelor of Arts or a Master 
of Arts degree. Scarlet indicates a Bachelor of Divinity degree or a 
Master of Divinity degree. Yellow indicates a Bachelor of Science 
degree. The colors in the lining of the hood are the university colors.
The gown’s traditional color is black. The distinguishing feature of 
the master’s gown is the tippet sleeve. The doctor’s gown has two 
distinguishing features. It is cut much fuller than the bachelor’s or the 
master’s gown and has velvet panels on the sleeves, around the neck, 
and down the front. These panels may be black or the color that 
symbolizes the subject field in which the degree was earned.
Some regalia represent academic awards that have been conferred 
from universities outside the United States, notably from Europe. 
Universities in Europe have not undergone the standardization in 
academic dress that was introduced in the United States. Each 
European university retains the right to design unique and distinctive 
regalia for its graduates. This results in a wide variety of hood and 
gown colors. The crest of the university may be woven into the hood 
or panels in the gown. Gowns are worn open, and formal attire is 
worn underneath the gown; women wear black skirts and white 
blouses, while men wear a formal suit or national costume.
Dominic McKinley
Greensboro, NC
Randall Patten
Noblesville, IN
Paige Patterson
Fort Worth, TX
Mark Vroegop
Indianapolis, IN
David Warren
Cedarville, OH
Hayes Wicker
Naples, FL
Jeffory Willetts
Bellefontaine, OH
Robert Wynalda, Jr.
Comstock Park, MI
Emeriti
William Bolthouse
Avila Beach, California
Francis Bresson
Menomonee Falls, 
Wisconsin
Gilbert Brueckner
Menomonee Falls, 
Wisconsin
James Carraher
Laurel, Maryland
James DeVries
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Joseph Godwin
Gallipolis, Ohio
Roy Guenin
Winona Lake, Indiana
E. L. Hawkins
Northfield, Ohio
Ruth Kempton
Lititz, Pennsylvania
Irwin Olson
Mesa, Arizona
Bill Smith
Allegan, Michigan
Albert Stevens
Moorestown, New Jersey
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The Class of 2017 The Class of 2017
Graduate  
Programs
Mark D. McClain, Ph.D., Dean of
Graduate and Extended Learning 
Programs
School of Pharmacy
Marc A. Sweeney, Pharm.D., Dean
Doctor of Pharmacy
Jacques N’dakpagni Allou  #
Olumami Olusola Amaye
Jessica Erin Amtower
Calvin Lee Anderson  #
Cara Beth Barnhart  *
Paul Michael Bicknell
Lauren Maureen Bluhm
Megan Ann Bolender
Jinwon Byun  #
Derrick Lee Chapman
Jacob Tyler Coleman
Julie Kay Cummings
Laura Ann Cummings  *
Nicholas Cole Daniels
Jessica Michelle Davis
Rebecca Ann Dix  *
Danielle Lorraine Eaton  **
Andrea Mee Ae Enterline
Heather Elizabeth Evankow
Jacob Christopher Farran
Jeniffer George  #
Chelsae Elizabeth Heinze
Jesse David Hickey
Tiffany Jean Hong  **
Rachel Ann Kunze
Elizabeth Catherine Ledbetter
Aaron Douglas LePoire  *
Maria Joy LePoire  *
Jordan Dion Long  #
Caleb Culler Lyman
Megan Christine McNicol
Sarah Anne Myers  *#
Joseph David Newman
Michael David Pelyhes  *
Amy Michelle Roy
Brittany Nicole Santee
McKenzie Rose Shenk  **
Ashley Janene Smith
Nathanael John Smith
Anna Marie Staudt  **
Trevor Allan Stump
Mallory Janice Thompson
Zachary Allen Wallace  **
Gina Marie Walter
Lauren Pearl Williams
#   Also completing the Master of Business 
Administration
Samuel Blass Gorham
Jared Ambrie Holloway
Andrew Stephen Kirby
Jon Rudolf Schuette
Kelly Kathryn Shackelford
Kris Allen Stephenson
Sara Ruth Strickland
Brandon Arque Whatley
School of Education
Jeremy A. Ervin, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Education
Ryan Michael Churchward
Sheri Eileen Cooper
Morgan Leigh DeCory
Evan William Felmet
Shauna Ann Karloski
Erin Danielle Medley
Kristin Rene Miller
Eunae Faith Moon
Brian Philip Nelson
Courtney Joy Nicholl
Kristin Marie Norman
Mary Elizabeth Orr
Rachel Elisabeth Reno
Linda Sue Yourko
School of Nursing
Angelia M. Mickle, D.N.P., 
Dean
Master of Science in Nursing
June Adams
Afi Edi Agbo
Linu Ajai
Rhoda Joy Chamberlain
Beth LeAne Harper
Brittney Marie Jones
Bethany Joann Kinney
Amy M. Kukucka
Tina Anne LeFaive
Angela R. Sheline
Norma J. Stetter
Benjamin Robert Stevens
Thomas Alan Stock
Tiarah Alisha Marie Todd
Jessica Renee Wallace
Sheila Diana Wright
Graduation with Distinction
Doctor of Pharmacy students graduating “with distinction” are wearing a gold stole.  Those 
graduating “with high distinction” are wearing a gold stole with blue trim.  A student who earns a 
grade point average of 3.90 or better is graduated “with distinction”; one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.95 or better is graduated “with high distinction.”
Honors Key
*  with distinction **  with high distinction
School of Biblical and 
Theological Studies
Jason K. Lee, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Ministry
Rebekah Lynn Brewer
Grant Edward Knight
Janice Maria Preen
Joshua Keith Robinson
Jennifer Marie Simic
Jonathan David Woodward II
School of Business 
Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Business Administration
Mark Albert Biddinger
David John Buffa
Jaden Clark Cleland
Nicole Marie Davis
Molly Elizabeth Ernspiker
Philip Everett Goodwin
Undergraduate  
Programs
Pamela D. Johnson, Ph.D., Dean of 
Undergraduate Studies
Department of Art, 
Design, and Theatre
Terry L. Chamberlain, M.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Jack W. Bauder  †
Jeremiah Andrew Beatham  †
Alana Lee Ann Bradley  † 
Drew Christopher Brandt  †
Harvey Leroy Brown V
Mikaila Antoinette Conforti
Grace Victoria Countryman  †††
Hannah Elizabeth Davis  ††
Patrick James Devine
Alyssa Nicole Fanizzi  †
Priscilla Rae Files
Melina Galinski
Jennifer Nicole Gammie  †
Katie Frances Gilbert
Peyton Joshua Atkins Green
Andrew David Grove
Jordan Todd Hickling
Megan Marie Howell  †
Anastasia Southard Huffman  ††
James Benjamin Ikeler
Esther Jean Jones  †
Seth Richard Kilian  †
Emma Paulyne Kowatch  †
Wade Lee
Ashley Renee Llerena  †
Benjamin Paul Lucas
Kyria Christyne Luxon  ††
Aaron J. Mast
Kayla Aileen McConnell
Brian Andrew McCray
Nathan Thomas Metzler
Emily Jean O’Grady  ††
Cassandra Lillian Padilla  †
Austin Rhea Park
Joshua David Shamburger
Mica Linn Shenk  †
Chanakarn Sririntrachai  †
Parker J. Warren
Noah Matthew Young  †
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Graduate  
Programs
Mark D. McClain, Ph.D., Dean of
Graduate and Extended Learning 
Programs
School of Pharmacy
Marc A. Sweeney, Pharm.D., Dean
Doctor of Pharmacy
Jacques N’dakpagni Allou  #
Olumami Olusola Amaye
Jessica Erin Amtower
Calvin Lee Anderson  #
Cara Beth Barnhart  *
Paul Michael Bicknell
Lauren Maureen Bluhm
Megan Ann Bolender
Jinwon Byun  #
Derrick Lee Chapman
Jacob Tyler Coleman
Julie Kay Cummings
Laura Ann Cummings  *
Nicholas Cole Daniels
Jessica Michelle Davis
Rebecca Ann Dix  *
Danielle Lorraine Eaton  **
Andrea Mee Ae Enterline
Heather Elizabeth Evankow
Jacob Christopher Farran
Jeniffer George  #
Chelsae Elizabeth Heinze
Jesse David Hickey
Tiffany Jean Hong  **
Rachel Ann Kunze
Elizabeth Catherine Ledbetter
Aaron Douglas LePoire  *
Maria Joy LePoire  *
Jordan Dion Long  #
Caleb Culler Lyman
Megan Christine McNicol
Sarah Anne Myers  *#
Joseph David Newman
Michael David Pelyhes  *
Amy Michelle Roy
Brittany Nicole Santee
McKenzie Rose Shenk  **
Ashley Janene Smith
Nathanael John Smith
Anna Marie Staudt  **
Trevor Allan Stump
Mallory Janice Thompson
Zachary Allen Wallace  **
Gina Marie Walter
Lauren Pearl Williams
#   Also completing the Master of Business 
Administration
Samuel Blass Gorham
Jared Ambrie Holloway
Andrew Stephen Kirby
Jon Rudolf Schuette
Kelly Kathryn Shackelford
Kris Allen Stephenson
Sara Ruth Strickland
Brandon Arque Whatley
School of Education
Jeremy A. Ervin, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Education
Ryan Michael Churchward
Sheri Eileen Cooper
Morgan Leigh DeCory
Evan William Felmet
Shauna Ann Karloski
Erin Danielle Medley
Kristin Rene Miller
Eunae Faith Moon
Brian Philip Nelson
Courtney Joy Nicholl
Kristin Marie Norman
Mary Elizabeth Orr
Rachel Elisabeth Reno
Linda Sue Yourko
School of Nursing
Angelia M. Mickle, D.N.P., 
Dean
Master of Science in Nursing
June Adams
Afi Edi Agbo
Linu Ajai
Rhoda Joy Chamberlain
Beth LeAne Harper
Brittney Marie Jones
Bethany Joann Kinney
Amy M. Kukucka
Tina Anne LeFaive
Angela R. Sheline
Norma J. Stetter
Benjamin Robert Stevens
Thomas Alan Stock
Tiarah Alisha Marie Todd
Jessica Renee Wallace
Sheila Diana Wright
Graduation with Distinction
Doctor of Pharmacy students graduating “with distinction” are wearing a gold stole.  Those 
graduating “with high distinction” are wearing a gold stole with blue trim.  A student who earns a 
grade point average of 3.90 or better is graduated “with distinction”; one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.95 or better is graduated “with high distinction.”
Honors Key
*  with distinction **  with high distinction
School of Biblical and 
Theological Studies
Jason K. Lee, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Ministry
Rebekah Lynn Brewer
Grant Edward Knight
Janice Maria Preen
Joshua Keith Robinson
Jennifer Marie Simic
Jonathan David Woodward II
School of Business 
Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean
Master of Business Administration
Mark Albert Biddinger
David John Buffa
Jaden Clark Cleland
Nicole Marie Davis
Molly Elizabeth Ernspiker
Philip Everett Goodwin
Undergraduate  
Programs
Pamela D. Johnson, Ph.D., Dean of 
Undergraduate Studies
Department of Art, 
Design, and Theatre
Terry L. Chamberlain, M.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Jack W. Bauder  †
Jeremiah Andrew Beatham  †
Alana Lee Ann Bradley  † 
Drew Christopher Brandt  †
Harvey Leroy Brown V
Mikaila Antoinette Conforti
Grace Victoria Countryman  †††
Hannah Elizabeth Davis  ††
Patrick James Devine
Alyssa Nicole Fanizzi  †
Priscilla Rae Files
Melina Galinski
Jennifer Nicole Gammie  †
Katie Frances Gilbert
Peyton Joshua Atkins Green
Andrew David Grove
Jordan Todd Hickling
Megan Marie Howell  †
Anastasia Southard Huffman  ††
James Benjamin Ikeler
Esther Jean Jones  †
Seth Richard Kilian  †
Emma Paulyne Kowatch  †
Wade Lee
Ashley Renee Llerena  †
Benjamin Paul Lucas
Kyria Christyne Luxon  ††
Aaron J. Mast
Kayla Aileen McConnell
Brian Andrew McCray
Nathan Thomas Metzler
Emily Jean O’Grady  ††
Cassandra Lillian Padilla  †
Austin Rhea Park
Joshua David Shamburger
Mica Linn Shenk  †
Chanakarn Sririntrachai  †
Parker J. Warren
Noah Matthew Young  †
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School of Biblical and 
Theological Studies
Jason K. Lee, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Leah Elizabeth Allread  ††
Jessica Ciara Auch  ††
Thomas C. Bell
Madison Claire Cannon  †††
Matthew Tyler Cumberland  ††† ❖
Daniel Edward Douglas
Lori Ann Etter  †††
Hannah Chen Gallardo  †††
Devin Tyler Goodwin  †
Tanner Garrett Grindel
Stephanie Anne Groom
Breanna Irene Hughes
Bryson Wesley Jackson  †
Benjamin Clarence Keen
Andrew S. King
Philip Timothy Lehman
Benjamin David McClain
Austin Michael McCoy  †
Parker Shea McGoldrick
Christian Jacob Mickey  ††
Sean William Miller  †
Nathan Edward Mitchell  ††
Matthew David Nordquist  †
Keith Ryan Oswald
McCayley Grace Pettus  †
Rachel Joy Rowland
Morgan Elizabeth Rubosky
Jonathan David Sauder  ††
Christopher Robert Savarese  †
Austin Michael Segar  †
Jeremiah Silas Simpson  ††
Megan Nicole Stevens  †
Aogu Suzuki
Joshua Lawrence Taylor
Kyle Michael Thompson
Austin Karathomas Underwood
Nathaniel Preston Williams
Simone Diane Williams  ††
Rebecca Ann Wright
Andrew Grant Yount
Zengmeizhi Zhong
One-Year Bible Certificate
John Donald Coffelt
School of Business 
Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Rebecca Whitney Adams  †††
Zachary Scott Avery  ††
Nathanael Lee Bancroft
Adam Jacob Barbato
Erik Kevin Barker
Joanna Katrina Baron  †
Easton Remo James Bazzoli
Ashley Elizabeth Beals  †
Angela Leigh Becker
Phillip Joseph Borton
Kevin Stewart Brittan
Aubrey Morgan Brush  †
Joel Kristopher Clark
Stephen Anthony Combs  ††
Philip Alan Dannelly
Brandon Edward Delcamp
Kyle Anthony DiCapua
Austin Matthew Dickson  †
Paulo Henrique Diniz de Souza Pinto  ††
Nathaniel Scott Duffus  †
Melanie Rae Edris
David Franklin Elgersma
Shelby Ann Erickson  ††
Haley Jean Farr
Jeffrey Charles Faubion
Adam Patrick Feltner  †
Grant Mitchell Friedrich  †
Stephen Leslie Gayer
Kyle James Gerhart
Jonathan Miles German  ††
Skyler Drew Gordon
Matthew Charles Grafton  ††
Dustin Michael Groh
William Paul Gudenius  †
Jessica Alene Hand  †
Hanna Caroline Harris
Christopher Matthew Hayden  ††
Seth Christian Hobson
George Patrick Holman  †
Taylor William Holt
Aaron Michael Hostetler
Benjamin Scott Howder
Alison Renee Huddle
Hunter Maxwell Huggins
Timothy Marshall Huizinga
Caleb Jeffrey Hull
Rahul Jacob
Daniel Jeremiah Kalmbach  †
Lauren Genae Kemme
Christina Rose Kirkpatrick  †††
Andre Dean Klaassen
Ryan Matthew Klinker
Daniel James Kochsmeier  †
Rachel Elisabeth Krikke  †
Isaac Jacob Laurer
Jeffrey David Ledbetter
Daniel Stephen Lumley
Matthew Charles Lustig
Austin Lee Manuel
Kristian Michael Marks
Tanner Layne McCreary
Rae Anna McKee  †
Christina R. McQueen
Klark Williams Middleton
Ryan Jack Miller
Justice Micah Montgomery
Olivia Julie Moore
Nicholas J. Patton
Matthew Robert Pelletier
Cory Scott Peterson
Gregory John Peterson
Troy William Phillis  †
Aaron David Plummer  †
Lendyn Drake Prickel  †
Luke Matthew Purtell  †††
Natalie Suzanne Reid
Brooke Elizabeth Retzlaff  †
Dylan Scott Roberts  †
Jeremy Paul Royer  †††
Bradley Kraig Schluter  †
Kazuya Serizawa  ††
Cassandra Leigh Shaffer
Kejal Anil Shah
Abby Dale Shelton
Ryan Andrew Shomo  †
Austin Paul Smith
Jaden Blake Smith
JoElla Alexis Smith
Steven Anthony Stiles  ††
Spencer Jeffrey Summerlin
Evan Alexander Sutton
Cole Stephen Swigert
John Vernon Thompson
Adam Russel Timura
Andrew Joseph Wah
William Franklin Watterson  †††
Reid James Joseph Weber
Rebecca Paige West  †
Jacob Joseph Willoughby
Linhan Xu
Alexander Soloman Yarrish
Chelsey Anne Younkman
Department of 
Communication
Derrick L. Green, M.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Matthew David Andre  ††
Luke Charles Brotherton  †
Joshua David Brown
Joshua Jacob Burris
Katelyn Allayne Byram  †††
Cody Joseph Terre Clark
Alexander Reily Clifton
Kelly Jean Conley  ††
Jessica Anne Danielson
Emily Michelle Day
Margaret Anne DeLoye  †††
Ethan John Dewhurst
Nicole Arlene Doornink  ††
Olivia Brooke Duffus  ††
Kathleen Colligan Dunn  †
Tristan Cole Ferry
Christian Patrick Hodil Frey
Naomi Lynn Harward
Caleb Nathaniel Hauser
Nathan David Keck
Katherine Michelle Keefe
Lynn David Long  †††
Brooke Caroline Lowry  †
Paige Suzanne McCabe  †
Skyler Thomas Mihalik
Benjamin Mathew Modayil
Rachel Denise Bowling Nocella
Daniel Kline PaskVan
Tobias Prahtel  †
Amy Clare Radwanski
Thomas Harlan Ray
Christopher Paul Renaud
Allison Ruth Ryan
Jordan Nicole Sekerak
Jeffrey Robert Sprotberry  ††
Rachel Dianne Sprotberry
Geraldt Nathaniel Stewart
Jennifer Catherine Taggart
Noah Lee Taylor
Kristina Leigh Terry
Emma Blanche Villanueva  †
David Paul Wiseman
Mitchell Carl Youngerman
School of Education
Jeremy A. Ervin, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Laura Katherine Allen  ††† ❖
Jill Cristina Arthur  †††
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School of Biblical and 
Theological Studies
Jason K. Lee, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Leah Elizabeth Allread  ††
Jessica Ciara Auch  ††
Thomas C. Bell
Madison Claire Cannon  †††
Matthew Tyler Cumberland  ††† ❖
Daniel Edward Douglas
Lori Ann Etter  †††
Hannah Chen Gallardo  †††
Devin Tyler Goodwin  †
Tanner Garrett Grindel
Stephanie Anne Groom
Breanna Irene Hughes
Bryson Wesley Jackson  †
Benjamin Clarence Keen
Andrew S. King
Philip Timothy Lehman
Benjamin David McClain
Austin Michael McCoy  †
Parker Shea McGoldrick
Christian Jacob Mickey  ††
Sean William Miller  †
Nathan Edward Mitchell  ††
Matthew David Nordquist  †
Keith Ryan Oswald
McCayley Grace Pettus  †
Rachel Joy Rowland
Morgan Elizabeth Rubosky
Jonathan David Sauder  ††
Christopher Robert Savarese  †
Austin Michael Segar  †
Jeremiah Silas Simpson  ††
Megan Nicole Stevens  †
Aogu Suzuki
Joshua Lawrence Taylor
Kyle Michael Thompson
Austin Karathomas Underwood
Nathaniel Preston Williams
Simone Diane Williams  ††
Rebecca Ann Wright
Andrew Grant Yount
Zengmeizhi Zhong
One-Year Bible Certificate
John Donald Coffelt
School of Business 
Administration
Jeffrey E. Haymond, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Rebecca Whitney Adams  †††
Zachary Scott Avery  ††
Nathanael Lee Bancroft
Adam Jacob Barbato
Erik Kevin Barker
Joanna Katrina Baron  †
Easton Remo James Bazzoli
Ashley Elizabeth Beals  †
Angela Leigh Becker
Phillip Joseph Borton
Kevin Stewart Brittan
Aubrey Morgan Brush  †
Joel Kristopher Clark
Stephen Anthony Combs  ††
Philip Alan Dannelly
Brandon Edward Delcamp
Kyle Anthony DiCapua
Austin Matthew Dickson  †
Paulo Henrique Diniz de Souza Pinto  ††
Nathaniel Scott Duffus  †
Melanie Rae Edris
David Franklin Elgersma
Shelby Ann Erickson  ††
Haley Jean Farr
Jeffrey Charles Faubion
Adam Patrick Feltner  †
Grant Mitchell Friedrich  †
Stephen Leslie Gayer
Kyle James Gerhart
Jonathan Miles German  ††
Skyler Drew Gordon
Matthew Charles Grafton  ††
Dustin Michael Groh
William Paul Gudenius  †
Jessica Alene Hand  †
Hanna Caroline Harris
Christopher Matthew Hayden  ††
Seth Christian Hobson
George Patrick Holman  †
Taylor William Holt
Aaron Michael Hostetler
Benjamin Scott Howder
Alison Renee Huddle
Hunter Maxwell Huggins
Timothy Marshall Huizinga
Caleb Jeffrey Hull
Rahul Jacob
Daniel Jeremiah Kalmbach  †
Lauren Genae Kemme
Christina Rose Kirkpatrick  †††
Andre Dean Klaassen
Ryan Matthew Klinker
Daniel James Kochsmeier  †
Rachel Elisabeth Krikke  †
Isaac Jacob Laurer
Jeffrey David Ledbetter
Daniel Stephen Lumley
Matthew Charles Lustig
Austin Lee Manuel
Kristian Michael Marks
Tanner Layne McCreary
Rae Anna McKee  †
Christina R. McQueen
Klark Williams Middleton
Ryan Jack Miller
Justice Micah Montgomery
Olivia Julie Moore
Nicholas J. Patton
Matthew Robert Pelletier
Cory Scott Peterson
Gregory John Peterson
Troy William Phillis  †
Aaron David Plummer  †
Lendyn Drake Prickel  †
Luke Matthew Purtell  †††
Natalie Suzanne Reid
Brooke Elizabeth Retzlaff  †
Dylan Scott Roberts  †
Jeremy Paul Royer  †††
Bradley Kraig Schluter  †
Kazuya Serizawa  ††
Cassandra Leigh Shaffer
Kejal Anil Shah
Abby Dale Shelton
Ryan Andrew Shomo  †
Austin Paul Smith
Jaden Blake Smith
JoElla Alexis Smith
Steven Anthony Stiles  ††
Spencer Jeffrey Summerlin
Evan Alexander Sutton
Cole Stephen Swigert
John Vernon Thompson
Adam Russel Timura
Andrew Joseph Wah
William Franklin Watterson  †††
Reid James Joseph Weber
Rebecca Paige West  †
Jacob Joseph Willoughby
Linhan Xu
Alexander Soloman Yarrish
Chelsey Anne Younkman
Department of 
Communication
Derrick L. Green, M.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Matthew David Andre  ††
Luke Charles Brotherton  †
Joshua David Brown
Joshua Jacob Burris
Katelyn Allayne Byram  †††
Cody Joseph Terre Clark
Alexander Reily Clifton
Kelly Jean Conley  ††
Jessica Anne Danielson
Emily Michelle Day
Margaret Anne DeLoye  †††
Ethan John Dewhurst
Nicole Arlene Doornink  ††
Olivia Brooke Duffus  ††
Kathleen Colligan Dunn  †
Tristan Cole Ferry
Christian Patrick Hodil Frey
Naomi Lynn Harward
Caleb Nathaniel Hauser
Nathan David Keck
Katherine Michelle Keefe
Lynn David Long  †††
Brooke Caroline Lowry  †
Paige Suzanne McCabe  †
Skyler Thomas Mihalik
Benjamin Mathew Modayil
Rachel Denise Bowling Nocella
Daniel Kline PaskVan
Tobias Prahtel  †
Amy Clare Radwanski
Thomas Harlan Ray
Christopher Paul Renaud
Allison Ruth Ryan
Jordan Nicole Sekerak
Jeffrey Robert Sprotberry  ††
Rachel Dianne Sprotberry
Geraldt Nathaniel Stewart
Jennifer Catherine Taggart
Noah Lee Taylor
Kristina Leigh Terry
Emma Blanche Villanueva  †
David Paul Wiseman
Mitchell Carl Youngerman
School of Education
Jeremy A. Ervin, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Arts
Laura Katherine Allen  ††† ❖
Jill Cristina Arthur  †††
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Brooke Colleen Baldwin
Allison Grace Beach  ††
Hailey Christine Blackwell  ††
Jessica Fay Bonning  †
Andrew David Butler  †
Kristin Leigh Cardwell  †
Lindsey Anne Chiu  ††† ❖
Maria Lucille Christini  †
Lynne Marjorie Collins  ††
Anne Victoria Cornwell  ††
Ariana Cassandra Coules  ††
Rachel Marie Davis  †
Jacob Tyler Dillon
Kaitlyn Drew Enneper  ††
Michaela Ann Ferris  †
Abigail Mary Fleming  †
Caitlyn Lorraine Gudenius  †††
Maria Ruth Harris
Sarah Marie Hartsough  ††
Vivianna Kaitlynn Hein
Janae Elizabeth Heinrich
Craig William Helman
Kristen Ashley Heydt
Mallory Kate Jefson  †††
Hannah May Johnson
Myles A. Jude  ††
Theresa Rose Lewis  ††
Abbey Nichole Martin  ††
Brianna Lynn Mitchell  †††
Victoria R. Molendyk  ††
Jasmine Michele Montes
Kaitlyn Marie Morse  ††† ❖
Megan Elizabeth Moyer  †††
Jeremiah J. Pennington  †
Christine Ilene Petruccelli  †
Bethany Brooke Poole  †
Haley Maureen-Anne Price  †
Megan Jo Reed  ††
Andrea Leah Reisinger
Whitney Lynn Rhodus
JoHanna Marie Sanders
Marilee Mae Skaggs
Brittany Nicole Smith  ††
Kelsey Mae Snyder  †
Molly Elisabeth Squier  †
Michelle Joann Toth  †††
School of Engineering 
and Computer Science
Robert Chasnov, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Science
Michael David Baxter  †
Noah Wendell Bragg
Colin Thomas Broberg  †
Andrew Thomas Carr
Jeffrey Todd Deane, Jr.
Grant Wesley Dennison  †††
Jonathan Douglas Easterday  †††
Daniel Joseph Eckley  †
Kidron Ray Filbrun
Nathan Alan Harold  †††
Robert James Jacubec  ††
Wesley Alan Kelly
Todd Anthony Landis
Andrew David Lockridge  †††
Nicole Derian Perez  ††
Julian Blaine Pernia  †
Abigail Marie Riffle
Jerome Francis Vogt 
Jackson William Volante
James Ford Von Eiff, Jr.
Bachelor of Science in Computer 
Engineering
Evan Allen Anderson
Theodore Charles Carlson  †††
Zachery Warren Cole  †††
Tyler John Drake  †
Dillon Otto Henschen  ††
Ryan Dizon Lamsen  ††
Matthew Paulding  †
Grant Isaiah Stannard
Bachelor of Science in Electrical 
Engineering
Andrew Judson Bidlen
Kevin Samuel Bridgman  ††
Justin Patrick Daun  †
Eric Nathaniel Hinson
Mary Katherine Kearney  ††† ❖
Daniel Lynn Pensworth
Nathaniel James Raquet
Steven Reid Telando
Fred Livingood Walker V  †
Amelia Elise Walker  ††
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering
Amy Elizabeth Abraham  †
Jordan MacKenzie Adams
True Joseph Baldwin
Levi Shane Ballard
Luke Josiah Barulich
Michael Griffith Bennett
Matthew White Bird  †
Chad Thomas Bowden
Sergei Andrew Brubaker
Jordan David Burns
Benjamin Sturgis Busic
John Michael Clairmont, Jr.
Stephanie Marie Defore  †
Kevin Scott DeGroft
Jordan Elijah Denen  †
Andrew J. Ellicott  †††
Tyler Sharp Greenwood  †
Joseph William Gregory  †
Wyatt Andrew Hartman  ††
John Charles Hilderbrand III  †
Jared Lee Holsclaw  †
Emanuel Paul Horst  †
Samuel Thomas Koenig
Grace Elizabeth Littlefield  †††
Marvin Ray Major, Jr.
Logan Scot McKinnon
David Mitchell Moore
Joseph Robert Morin
James Eliot Niemiec
Michael Steven Pickett
Luke Daniel Prinsen
Jonathon Matthew Raudenbush
Tyler William Rea
Derek Thomas Renner
Michael James Robertson  †
Krister Rudy Samuelson  †
Henry John Sandlas V  ††
Laura Emily Schroll
Jeremiah David Scott
Benjamin Robert Thompson
David Nathanael Wiggins
Thaddeus Matthew Williams  †
Jacob Bradley Wise  ††
Brian Wesley Zurlinden
Department of English, 
Literature, and Modern 
Languages
Melissa S. Faulkner, Ph.D.,
Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Anna Marie Beckmeyer  ††
Hannah Elizabeth Benefiel
Sara Kathleen Bennett
Elizabeth Jean Carraher
Rachel Ann Croskrey  †
Rebecca Ann Ehnert  ††
David Samuel Grandouiller  †
Jaclyn Marie Kensinger
Rebecca Ruth Kersjes  †
Justine Olivia Kirkey  ††
Jesse D. Lawhead
Brice Johnathan Montgomery  ††
Jordan Victor Nanda  ††
Adam James Pittman
Hannah Elizabeth Rau  ††
Jane Nicole Richmond  †††
Olivia Paige Seymour  †††
Mariah Noelle Smart  ††
Serena Alexandra Snead
Sharon Rose Tapia  †
Michaela Torres
Matthew Kyle Werneburg  ††
Sarah Elizabeth Young
Shaune Tracie Young
Department of History 
and Government
Mark Caleb Smith, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Mackenzie Anne Allaby  ††
Lauryn Leanne Balsley
Lauren Elizabeth Bergeron  †
Jacob Lewis Calloway  †††
Samuel Thomas Carraher
Michael Glenn Cohrs
Stephanie Nicole Cradduck  †
Amanda Marie Davidson
Spencer Charles Dorhout 
James Lee Dyksterhouse  †
Anna Elizabeth Evans  †
Matthew John Feldmann
Jaime Lyn Fogell  †
Emily Rose Guilliams  †††
Tyler Reed Hanley  †††
Tara Jane Hiebert
Caleb Paul Holman
Micah Wade Howard  †††
Rose Elizabeth Kennell  †††
Samuel Mark Kirchhoff  †
David Scott McCoy
Jana Marie Minich  †††
Zachary Barton Muller
Andrew Lawrence Nocella
Lauren Madison Payne  †
Matthew James Schisler
Daniel George Stoffel
Christian Gerald Townsend  †††
Jared Christian Uber
Leah Joy Winey  ††
Tara Janelle Winter
Neal Elliot Worthington
Department of 
Kinesiology and Allied 
Health
Evan V. Hellwig, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Lauren Christine Jackson
Michael Kuo  ††
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Brooke Colleen Baldwin
Allison Grace Beach  ††
Hailey Christine Blackwell  ††
Jessica Fay Bonning  †
Andrew David Butler  †
Kristin Leigh Cardwell  †
Lindsey Anne Chiu  ††† ❖
Maria Lucille Christini  †
Lynne Marjorie Collins  ††
Anne Victoria Cornwell  ††
Ariana Cassandra Coules  ††
Rachel Marie Davis  †
Jacob Tyler Dillon
Kaitlyn Drew Enneper  ††
Michaela Ann Ferris  †
Abigail Mary Fleming  †
Caitlyn Lorraine Gudenius  †††
Maria Ruth Harris
Sarah Marie Hartsough  ††
Vivianna Kaitlynn Hein
Janae Elizabeth Heinrich
Craig William Helman
Kristen Ashley Heydt
Mallory Kate Jefson  †††
Hannah May Johnson
Myles A. Jude  ††
Theresa Rose Lewis  ††
Abbey Nichole Martin  ††
Brianna Lynn Mitchell  †††
Victoria R. Molendyk  ††
Jasmine Michele Montes
Kaitlyn Marie Morse  ††† ❖
Megan Elizabeth Moyer  †††
Jeremiah J. Pennington  †
Christine Ilene Petruccelli  †
Bethany Brooke Poole  †
Haley Maureen-Anne Price  †
Megan Jo Reed  ††
Andrea Leah Reisinger
Whitney Lynn Rhodus
JoHanna Marie Sanders
Marilee Mae Skaggs
Brittany Nicole Smith  ††
Kelsey Mae Snyder  †
Molly Elisabeth Squier  †
Michelle Joann Toth  †††
School of Engineering 
and Computer Science
Robert Chasnov, Ph.D., Dean
Bachelor of Science
Michael David Baxter  †
Noah Wendell Bragg
Colin Thomas Broberg  †
Andrew Thomas Carr
Jeffrey Todd Deane, Jr.
Grant Wesley Dennison  †††
Jonathan Douglas Easterday  †††
Daniel Joseph Eckley  †
Kidron Ray Filbrun
Nathan Alan Harold  †††
Robert James Jacubec  ††
Wesley Alan Kelly
Todd Anthony Landis
Andrew David Lockridge  †††
Nicole Derian Perez  ††
Julian Blaine Pernia  †
Abigail Marie Riffle
Jerome Francis Vogt 
Jackson William Volante
James Ford Von Eiff, Jr.
Bachelor of Science in Computer 
Engineering
Evan Allen Anderson
Theodore Charles Carlson  †††
Zachery Warren Cole  †††
Tyler John Drake  †
Dillon Otto Henschen  ††
Ryan Dizon Lamsen  ††
Matthew Paulding  †
Grant Isaiah Stannard
Bachelor of Science in Electrical 
Engineering
Andrew Judson Bidlen
Kevin Samuel Bridgman  ††
Justin Patrick Daun  †
Eric Nathaniel Hinson
Mary Katherine Kearney  ††† ❖
Daniel Lynn Pensworth
Nathaniel James Raquet
Steven Reid Telando
Fred Livingood Walker V  †
Amelia Elise Walker  ††
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering
Amy Elizabeth Abraham  †
Jordan MacKenzie Adams
True Joseph Baldwin
Levi Shane Ballard
Luke Josiah Barulich
Michael Griffith Bennett
Matthew White Bird  †
Chad Thomas Bowden
Sergei Andrew Brubaker
Jordan David Burns
Benjamin Sturgis Busic
John Michael Clairmont, Jr.
Stephanie Marie Defore  †
Kevin Scott DeGroft
Jordan Elijah Denen  †
Andrew J. Ellicott  †††
Tyler Sharp Greenwood  †
Joseph William Gregory  †
Wyatt Andrew Hartman  ††
John Charles Hilderbrand III  †
Jared Lee Holsclaw  †
Emanuel Paul Horst  †
Samuel Thomas Koenig
Grace Elizabeth Littlefield  †††
Marvin Ray Major, Jr.
Logan Scot McKinnon
David Mitchell Moore
Joseph Robert Morin
James Eliot Niemiec
Michael Steven Pickett
Luke Daniel Prinsen
Jonathon Matthew Raudenbush
Tyler William Rea
Derek Thomas Renner
Michael James Robertson  †
Krister Rudy Samuelson  †
Henry John Sandlas V  ††
Laura Emily Schroll
Jeremiah David Scott
Benjamin Robert Thompson
David Nathanael Wiggins
Thaddeus Matthew Williams  †
Jacob Bradley Wise  ††
Brian Wesley Zurlinden
Department of English, 
Literature, and Modern 
Languages
Melissa S. Faulkner, Ph.D.,
Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Anna Marie Beckmeyer  ††
Hannah Elizabeth Benefiel
Sara Kathleen Bennett
Elizabeth Jean Carraher
Rachel Ann Croskrey  †
Rebecca Ann Ehnert  ††
David Samuel Grandouiller  †
Jaclyn Marie Kensinger
Rebecca Ruth Kersjes  †
Justine Olivia Kirkey  ††
Jesse D. Lawhead
Brice Johnathan Montgomery  ††
Jordan Victor Nanda  ††
Adam James Pittman
Hannah Elizabeth Rau  ††
Jane Nicole Richmond  †††
Olivia Paige Seymour  †††
Mariah Noelle Smart  ††
Serena Alexandra Snead
Sharon Rose Tapia  †
Michaela Torres
Matthew Kyle Werneburg  ††
Sarah Elizabeth Young
Shaune Tracie Young
Department of History 
and Government
Mark Caleb Smith, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Mackenzie Anne Allaby  ††
Lauryn Leanne Balsley
Lauren Elizabeth Bergeron  †
Jacob Lewis Calloway  †††
Samuel Thomas Carraher
Michael Glenn Cohrs
Stephanie Nicole Cradduck  †
Amanda Marie Davidson
Spencer Charles Dorhout 
James Lee Dyksterhouse  †
Anna Elizabeth Evans  †
Matthew John Feldmann
Jaime Lyn Fogell  †
Emily Rose Guilliams  †††
Tyler Reed Hanley  †††
Tara Jane Hiebert
Caleb Paul Holman
Micah Wade Howard  †††
Rose Elizabeth Kennell  †††
Samuel Mark Kirchhoff  †
David Scott McCoy
Jana Marie Minich  †††
Zachary Barton Muller
Andrew Lawrence Nocella
Lauren Madison Payne  †
Matthew James Schisler
Daniel George Stoffel
Christian Gerald Townsend  †††
Jared Christian Uber
Leah Joy Winey  ††
Tara Janelle Winter
Neal Elliot Worthington
Department of 
Kinesiology and Allied 
Health
Evan V. Hellwig, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Lauren Christine Jackson
Michael Kuo  ††
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Kara Nicole Kistler  ††
Kristen Joy Leaman
Emma Ruth Leppke  †
Danielle Marie Mahek
Breanne Marie Mauk  †††
Courtney Lynn McIntosh
Emily Susan Miller  ††
Jacob Francis Miorelli  ††
Stephanie Nicole Moen
Kristen Anne Mohre  †
Emily Beth Mumme  ††
Anne Marie Nesteroff
Jami Ranelle Newlove  †
Bethany Marie Norman
Cassandra McCracken Nunan
Alexandria Elizabeth Pace  ††
Stephanie Michelle Packo
Chien-Yueh Lee Pan
Alexandra Anne Parker
Matthew P. Pizana
Elizabeth Mae Powell
Courtney Marie Prior  †
Rebekkah Casi Reisner
Abigail Eva Reitinger  †
Lucinda Charlene Richmond  †
Riley Arthur Robinson  ††
Edward Caston Rowse
McKenzie Taylor Rusch
Meredith Oxley Sahadak  †††
Natalie Joy Snyder
Melissa Anne Soule  †
Victoria Grace Southwell  †
Jennifer Leigh Stallard
Kayla Marie Strasser  ††
Ersilia Mary Geiger Stuart  †
Benjamin James Thomas
Sarah Nelle Waldrop  †
Jessica Ashley Wall  †
Caitlin Elaine Walters
Kirsten Marie Wilson
Brieanna Jayne Woodard  †
Heather Nicole Yoder  †
Olivia Katherine Zehr
School of Pharmacy
Marc A. Sweeney, Pharm.D., Dean
Bachelor of Science in  
Pharmaceutical Sciences
Jonathan Andrew Adams
Rachel Eileen Anderson
Kaila Sarene Beekman
Michaela Nicole Beery  ††
Sarah Emma Berman  ††† ❖
Jonathan Scott Bitner
Eric Benjamin Blizzard
Emily Michelle Bruce
Rachel Faye Burgoon  †
Jessica Katherine Burval  †††
Jonathan Robert Czyzewski  †
Erin Nicole Dickman  ††
April Renee Filter
Julia Christine Gardner
Kale Dean Hanavan
Jamie Lynn Huston  †††
Evan Micheal James
Sang Yo Kim
Yeseul Kim
Janessa Renee Krueger  ††
Austin Wade Lail  †
Megan Noel Lawrence  ††
Stacy Lin
Madeline Mae Meister  †
Luke Gentry Mennen  ††
Travis Dean Mentch  †
Katie Ann Miller
Lyndsay Renee Noland  †††
Ankit Ignasbhai Pandav
Nicole Betty Piquette  †
Michal Danielle Renihan
Zachary Brian Sahadak  ††
Sylvester Dwumfour Sarpong
Hannah Ruth Schalles  †
Sydney Elena Schultz
Michelle Elizabeth Seidner  ††
Victoria Beth Shaw
Henry Austen Sherman  †
Brandon Lee Spears
Jenna Elizabeth Stearns  †
Michael Allen Stouffer  ††
Jordan Michael Thomas
Victoria Candace Thomas
Jared Michael Vega  †
Elizabeth Marie Wandling  ††
Jae Hyun Woo
Department of 
Psychology
Luke M. Tse, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Sade Ashley Barnett
Kari Ellen Barnhill
Ashley Morgan Belles
Cindy Cheung Siu  ††
Rachel Dianne Cordle
Jessica Nicole D’Amico  ††
Amanda Megan Fairbanks
Jacqlyn Amber Fletcher
Anna Beatrice Forcelle  ††
Alicia Mona Scott
Stephanie Lynn Sweeney  ††
Kelcie Rochelle Wellendorf
Brianna Elizabeth Wright
Bachelor of Science
Seth Allen Andrews  †
Emilie Maria Belyea  †
Timothy Carl De Jong
Joel Vincent Donato
Cody Douglas Franklin  ††
Rebecca Lynn Grier  †
Josiah David Hilerio
Rachel Marie Hoober  †
Tyler Daniel Kemp  †
Priya Alexandra Maithel  †
Meredith Elise Merritt  †††
Grace Augusta Miorelli  †
Kylee Lynn Muncy  †
Michaela Kathleen Nelson
Cassandra Ann Passamonte  † 
Michael Brian Retzlaff
Barrett Christian Teeters
Clay Thomas Watson
Christopher Seinjen Wharton  ††
Benjamin Edward Yoder  †
Department of Music 
and Worship
Beth C. Porter, M.A., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
Miguel Alejandro Armijo-Reed
Hayden Wendell Bradley
Seth Ian Brümmer  †
Mikayla Danielle Bush  ††
Michael Shawn Carbaugh II
Nathaniel James Chester  †
Charles Michael DeBrosse
Daniel Thomas Galey  †††
Kristen Marie Henck
Ansen Finley Lancaster
Cody James Martin
Brittney Sierra Mitchell
Michaela Sue Wade
Jared James Wolfe
Bachelor of Music
Jillissa Annette Brummel  †
Calvin Daniel Ariege Hitchcock
Kaleigh McLane Kenney  †
Sean Anthony Kisch  †††
Sarah Renae Plumley  ††
Hannah Michele Rinehart  †††
Bachelor of Music Education
Brandon James Apol
Janelle Reneé Finley  ††
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Jonathan Michael Lyons  †
Kirsten Ericka Saur  ††
School of Nursing
Angelia M. Mickle, D.N.P., Dean
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
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Jordyn Mackenzie Damron
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Sarah May Frueh
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Hannah Marie Hassert  †
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Hannah Foster  ††
Emily Nicole Gentry
Aubrey Lynn Gillette  †††
Taylor Elizabeth Hobbs  ††† ❖
Deborah Elise Lawrence  ††
Alyssa Marie Massaro
Emily Faith McGarry
Taylor Ann Parsons
Cortney Elizabeth Pearson
Thomas Andrew Sackett
Chloe Elizabeth Schmitz  †
Reina Cheyenne Soczka
Elizabeth Stokes  ††
Sarah Elizabeth Taylor  †††
Maleah Christine Whitehead  ††
Jillian Victoria Willert
Breanne Elizabeth York  †††
Department of Science 
and Mathematics
Dennis R. Flentge, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Arts
David Arreguin
Abbie Kathleen Belcher  ††
Nicholas Dwight Bostwick
James Christian Dunlap
Paul Gregory Fotter
Hannah Joyce Glathar  ††
Kyle David Glickert
Brandon Russell Kalb
Christie Danae Luce  †
Elena Ruscitti Pizarro
McKenzie Joanne Rystedt  †
Kara Nicole Sulek  ††
Timothy Paul VanWingerden  ††
Hannah Elisabeth Velloney  ††
Aubrie Joy Wheeler
Larisa Paige Yuchimiuk
Bachelor of Science
Andrew Joseph Berman  ††
Grace Elizabeth Birt
Jonathan Richard Brown  ††
Laura Anne Cashman
James Allen Ethridge  ††
Nathaniel Todd Fogle
Katelyn Elizabeth Fritz
Elizabeth Renee Grunza
Mark Philip Guilliams  ††
Erin Nicole Hayes
Alison Kay Hunter  †
Emily Rebekah Jackson  †
Marshall Chandler Johnson
Philip James Kauffmann
Alexander Kyle Lee
Sarah Elizabeth Lyon
Madison Kate Marburger
Ryan Michael Marquardt  ††
Matthew Steven Merical  †
David Christopher Moore
Kathryn Ashley Moser
Chase Stephen Murray
Reyna Guadalupe Osorio  †
Lois Grace Parks  †††
David Fisk Paulding  †
Elise Janee Perry
Julia Marie Pierre
Ralph Benjamin Reese, Jr.  ††
Charles William Reynolds  †
Luke Andrew Richardson
Alayna Nicole Sanderson  †††
Jami Leigh Shaffer
Matthew Alexander Sitler  ††
Elizabeth Sarah Skaggs  †
Carissa Faith Slone  †††
William Andrew Smith
Michael David Sprague
Chandra Nicole Swiech  †††
Joel Gerrit Twinem  †
Lauren Elise Ward  †††
Emily Brooke Weindorf  †
Jessica Elizabeth Weisensee
Meagan Marie Zulfer  †
Department of Social 
Work
Nelson L. Henning, Ph.D., Chair
Bachelor of Science
Alysia Lynn Bey
Breanna Lynn Bishop
Teara Zakiya Caston  ††
Yi-Wen Chen  †††
Jesse Alexander Childress  ††
Kylie Amber Corbett
Emilie Delgado
Leane Dawn Ewert  †
Jessica Marie Filbrun  †
Michelle Alise Gamberdella
Brydon Lynn Koch
Charlotte Lavelle Lively  ††
Daniel Christopher Marquez
Jessica N. McDonald
Sarah Grace Plantenga
Lauren Nicole Pullins
Holly Emily Robinson  †††
Kennan Ross Schwartz
Rebecca Anne Simpson  ††
Alexis Brianne Steffanni
Michelle Denise Tye
Kelley Morgan Vernon  ††
Honors Program
Kathryn Marie Anderson
True Joseph Baldwin
Kari Ellen Barnhill
Rebecca Ann Ehnert
Shelby Ann Erickson
James Allen Ethridge
Jonathan Miles German
Elizabeth Renee Grunza
Tyler Reed Hanley
Micah Wade Howard
Jana Marie Minich
Kathryn Ashley Moser
Nathaniel James Raquet
Thomas Harlan Ray
Meredith Oxley Sahadak
Zachary Brian Sahadak
Matthew Alexander Sitler
Carissa Faith Slone
Stephanie Lynn Sweeney
Amelia Elise Walker
William Franklin Watterson
Emily Brooke Weindorf
Meagan Marie Zulfer
Engineering Honors 
Program
Zachery Warren Cole
U.S. Air Force ROTC
Matthew Charles Grafton
Jared Lee Holsclaw
Breanne Marie Mauk
Nathaniel James Raquet
Natalie Joy Snyder
Benjamin Robert Thompson
U.S. Army ROTC
David Arreguin
Andrew Joseph Berman
Joshua David Brown
Michael Glenn Cohrs
James Lee Dyksterhouse
Kelly Ann Kiecana Hogan
Caleb Paul Holman
Jeffrey L. Jerschina
Seth Richard Kilian
Andrew Lawrence Nocella
Michael Brian Retzlaff
Neal Elliot Worthington
U.S. Marines ROTC
Benjamin Edward Yoder 
Graduation With Honors
Students graduating with academic honors are wearing a gold cord. A student who earns a 
grade point average of 3.50 or better is graduated “with honor”; one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.75 or better is graduated “with high honor”; and one who earns a grade point 
average of 3.90 or better is graduated “with highest honor.” A student must be in residence at 
least two full years (60 semester hours) in order to qualify for honors.
Honors Key
† with honor †† with high honor ††† with highest honor
The following members of the class of 2017 completed these special programs.
Faculty Scholarship Trophy
❖     Awarded to the student with the highest grade point average in the graduating class
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The University Seal
Adopted in 1894, the seal reflects the commitment of 
the first Board of Trustees to the cause of Christ. 
Prominently displayed on the seal are the words 
“PRO CORONA ET FOEDERE CHRISTI,” 
translated “For the Crown and the Covenant of 
Christ,” as well as a crown to signify His preeminence. 
The trustees desired to emphasize that Christ was the 
One for whom Cedarville College existed.
The board of the Baptist Bible Institute, after taking 
over the operation of Cedarville in 1953, retained the 
original seal of the college, acknowledging that the 
desire of Cedarville’s founders was theirs as well. They 
then surrounded the seal with the motto of the Baptist 
Bible Institute, “For the Word of God and the 
Testimony of Jesus Christ,” to visually remind those 
who observed the seal of the common commitment 
by both institutions to Jesus Christ.
The seal was updated in 2000 when Cedarville 
College became Cedarville University.
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